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Performance Appraisal Systems foe Teachers

The recent reform effort has cOnCentrated heavily on career

ladderS and merit pay 88 a primary Mechanism for reinvigOtating

OUr educational 8ytetti. These OaY for performance measures,'

while attractive on the surface, haVe for the most part failed

consider the role Of performance appraisal. All of these plans

inVolve linking performance appraisals of individual teachers to

some form of organitational reward (e.g.; salary increases,

prOMotions). In gheral, there has been too little Attention

given to how chahges in performance appraisal and reward systems

affect other orgaiiiiational processes; such as interteacher

cooperation and teaCher=administrator relations.

While these iSSUes have emerged in the private Sector and

have been the Slibject of work by major organizatiohal theoristS

( .g., Porter; Lacilt and Hackman; 1975; Meyer, Ka Ahd French;

1965); educators have lar ely ignored the lessons this research

has to offer.

The purpose of this paper is to bring td the attention of

educators the iMportance of strategic considerations ttiat haVe

been too lohg ignered. The paper presents three strategic
---=-considerationS that should be reviewed before implementing

performance appraiSal system in school systemS: the baSiS of

performance appraisal (skills vs work outputs), the effects Of

linkages between performance appraisal and Organizational

rewards, and the nature of work interdependence. For each of
these; we examine their implications for the structure of

performance appraiSal systems.
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Strategic consideratiians_tox_Terformante Appraisal

Consldtration One: Basis for Performance APpralsa l Skills.

PtrfOrkidhce can be appraised on the baSiS of Skills or on

tht bi Of work outputs. In education; output is most often

assesstd by examining student test scores. Assessment of

teacherS' skills, on the other hand, i8 08ually Made based On

some coMbihátion of formal and informal obStrvations of classroom

performance. It is critical that wt determine Whether measures

of output or mea5ures of skills should be the primary focus of

appraiSal. To do so, we must examine tht issue of validitY.

Va li di ty has to do w it h the releváncC Of a measure in

assesSing what it Intends to measure. In thiS context; one must

toh8iddr the relevance of student Outputs or skills in assessing

teacher performance;

With regards to work outputs, there are serious questions

about the validity of student test scores as a measure of teacher

perfOrmance. Many other factors account for variation in student

learning besides teachtt performance. The academic ability of

StUdents assigned to a class can vary markedly from year to year,
_district's curriculum may change; or a teacher may be assigned

additional duties or havt less support staff (Bacharach, Lipsky

and Shedd; 1984).

It is important to stress that validity is not the same

aS objectivity; Merit pay proponents argue that student outputs
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should b'e used because of their high objectivity; The argument

here, however, is that objectivity is of little use if the

measure is not valid.

While output measures may indeed be objective, they are

affected by multiple factors, only one of which is the individual

teaching component. For performance appraisal to be succeSSful,

and for those being appraised to be motivated and challenged by

the appraisal, employdeS muSt have a sense that they can directly

impact the Criteria agaihat Wach they are being measured; This

is not true Of the output measures that are being proposed

currently as the basis for performance appraisals in our educa

tional system.

While teachers may not have total contrel over output, they

do have control over their skill development, provided they are

given appropriate resources (Mitchell, 1986). A perforMance

apOraisal in a school system should help aaaure that 811 students

are setvited by the most skilled teachers; And vhile recognizing

that teaChers' skills may not be a sufficient condition for the

asSurance of quality education, it should be 68ured that it iS

tibt an obStaCle. Therefore; greater emphaaia thOUld be placed on

assessing teaCher performance in terms of their Skills.

The greatest criticism of skillassessments based on

obserVationS of teacher performance i8 that they tend to be

SUbjeCtive because they primarily rely bh the appraiser's

judgethents about teacher performance; It iS trile that a y type

of Skill assessment will be somewhat subjective. why thia ia

true is revealed if we examine the nature of tea-chi-fig. Teaching
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is not a job thet involveS the routine application of 8 Cleat=

ly-defined set of procedures to a clear and predictable set of

situations or problems. It involves the exercise of 1114;LE-till in

inherently ambiguous situations. Because the basic activity of

teaching is problem solving; a value-free; non-judgemental

888eSsment system is precluded by the nature of the teaching

process itself;

Therefore; while SkillS involving problem solving and deci-

sion-making are the most diffiCult aspects of performance to

measure; they are also the aspects of teaching that are ttiSt

relevant tti teaching performance. Shedd and Malinowski's (1986)

recent study of the nature of teachers' work showed that teachers

make 8 variety of decisions on a daily even hourly -- basis;

Specifically, teaching decisions are directed to teaching noLs-,

or the purposes of teaching (i.e.; management; instruction and

counseling decisions); and the teaching process (i.e., planning,

iMpleMentation and evaluation decisions); Indeed; 85 MOS8t0A

(1972) observes; the notion of teaching as a decision-making

process is the "one statement that is true and universal, and can

therefore serve as the base for understanding and deStription" of

the job Of teaching.

In s mi if a school district is trying to -create a system of

performance appraisal which motivates and challenges teachers,

and which focuses on elements of performance that teachers can

change; then assessments of skills appear tb be an appropriate

basis of performance appraisal. In additidn, ASSessments of

skills are potentially more valid than ate Work outputs in the
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sense that they can tap the deCision-making process that is at

the heart of teaching. To the degree that a performance appraiS=

61 system ignores the problem solving skills that are most

important in characterizing teaching, it will not yield an_
accurate picture" of a teachers' performance, nor will it help

teachers improve their performance; That 1.8: PerfOrMariCe

appraisal in education should place 8 greater emphasis on

skills than On work outputs.

ImpIirprfnn: Skill Developmet

To the degree that performance appraisal syste6 is

designed to focus On skills; "formative" appraisal (appraiSal

for the purpose of development) should reteive primary emphasis;

Such an emphasis on formative appraisal would requite SChbol

districts to examine how teachers go abOut acquiring their

skillS. There is evidence that teachers atquire their decision--

making and problem solving skills by "being teachers" -- by

repeatedly confronting and resolving for themSelves the OractiCal

problems of managing a classroom (Lortie, 1975) Formative

appraisal can help teachers make sense out of those eicperiences

by helping them develop a "habit of inolity," Where they form

queStions about their practice (Feithan-Nemser and BUchmann,
1985). That process of questioning thrOUgh observation helps

teachers become better decision-makers.

Unfortunately, most school distrittS do not have mech-

anisms in place for that type of developMent to occur (Bacharach,

Conley and Shedd, 1986); Currently, the pre-tenure period does



little to help teachers acquire the SkillS they need; teachers

are left to acquire their decision-making Skills largely on

their own. If districts took formatiVe appraisal seriously;

they might specify the pre-tenure period as an intensive pe-riod

of skill development. During this developmental period, forma-

ti4e appraisors could help teachers acquire decision-making and

problem solving skills. SpecifitallY, their purpose would be to

rovide teachers with diagnostic tools so that teachers may

monitor; evaluate and Strengthen their own performance. However,

this is not meant to imply that skill development ends with

tenure: other developMehtal periods can follow tenure (Cdnley,

1986).

Considera_t_ion Twd: Effects of Linkages Between PerfMrmance

Appraisal_an_d_O-r-gani tat ibUal Rewards

The previous section stressed the need to focus on formative

appraisal; the attual linkage of performance appraisal to

organizational rewards reoires some type of summative appraisal.

Summative appraiSal is an overall; summary judgement of an

employees perfOrtente, and is coneucted for the purpOSe of making

some type Of personnel decision. In this Cdntekt, when perfor=

mance appraiSal is linked to organizational rewards; it is the

summative CoMponent of the appraisal that serves aS the basis of

reward allocation .

IFor _an _illUstration of a system desig_ned to pr_ovide
teachers with diagnostic information concerning their decision-d=
aking skillS, See Shedd; 3._and_MalanowSki,_ R. "Criteria and
Stan:dards far Career _Development Systeths," Organizational
Analysis and Prattied. Inc., Ithaca; NY.
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In the private sector, organizations attempt to link rewards

to performance appraisal for the purpose of increasing the

extrinsic motivation of workerS. .The extent to which this effect

is produced consistently is a point of debate in the literature

(Deci, 1976; Lawler, 1977; T..epper and Greene, 1978).

In education, the current reforms of merit pay and career

ladders have focuted on two different types of rewards. Merit

pay, which focuses on mdáSuring work outputs, tends to reward

performance with temporary fluctuations in pay, such as bonuses.

Career ladders, to the degree that they focus on assessing

skills; tend to reWard eMplOyees with relatively permanent
2

promotions. In general, priathotions are more appropriate when 8n

organization wishes to reward levels of skill nnd proficiency

that have beet: acquired over a period of time. Thus, the

deciSion tø grant organizational rewards; i.e., promotions, wolild

turn on the level of skill that teather has acquired in

teaching.

However, We know all too well from the private and public

Settor that Whenever an organization tries to draw a linkage

between perfOrMance appraisal and rewards such as promotion

several problems emerge One of the problems is that most

organizations try to combine formative and summative appraisal in

a single session (Wight, 1986). When important organizational

2It_is itportant to note that in such a system we woOld
recommend that promotion be based on skills, not job tasks. The
majority_Of "Career ladders" currently being proposed_ _in edUtti=
tion link prOMotion_ to specific job duties, hot skilla. See
Bacharath, S. Conley, S; and Shedd; -..1; Beyond career_ladderS:
str_tittdhg_teacher _career development sysLems. Teachers

SUMMer 1986.
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rewards-depend on the results of this type of perfOrMance

appraisal; however, the organization has a dual goal: to Obtaih

Counseling and planning information about individualS for

formative appraisal; and to obtain information to base rewards Oh
_

for summative appraisal. Individuals also have a dual goal: to

obtain valid performance feedback, and, at the same time, to

obtain important extrinsic rewards, i.e., promotions; These dual

goals of individualS and organizations tend to conflict with each

Other (Porter; et. al, 1975).

Another source of potential conflict in performance apptai=

al i8 the common practice of using the same person (s) to conduct

formative and summative appraisals. Such a system places the

appraiser in the dual role of coaching" indiVidUalS for forma

tive improvement and making summative judgements of theii-

performance.

Thus, potential conflicts in performante appraisal arise out

of two separate issues: I) the combination of formative and

summative appriasal in a single session; and 2) the USe Of the

same person(s) to conduct formative and summative appraisal. To

the degree that these conflicts close off tomMunication between

teachers and those who appraise their perfOrMance, appraisers

cannot make accurate assessments of performance; and teachers

cannot receive important performance feedbatk. Thus:

If schools attempt to link the results of performance appraisal

tia organizational rewards, they should attempt to reduce the

potential conflicts which result from that linkage.-.
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Imp.14:46---RedUting Conflicts in Performance Appraisal

One Way to resolve potential conflicts in performance

appraital is to separate formative 8nd SUMMAtive appraisal

prbteSses. As noted previously, formative appraisal might take

place dUring a specified period of skill deVelopMent (such as the

pre-tennte period). Following this period of fOrMative apprais-

al; the summative appraisal to promote a teacher would focus on

whether or hot particular teaching skills have been atquired.

A secbnd way to resolve potential tonflittS in Performance

appraisal would be to specify that the person(S) who serves as

formative appraiser(s) should mot- be the SaMe perSon(s) who makes

summative judgements; i;e;, promotion detisions. In such a

systeth, while the formative appraiser(S) Might p ay a role in

advocating the teacher's promotion if he/She detides an individu-

al teacher is ready for promotion, the person(s) who serves as

summative appraiser vould retain the final authority for promo-

tion decisions. 3

The question of who should Serve as formative and sUMMative

Appraisers in school districts requires that we consider another

aspect of the nature of teaching; and that is the nature of work

interdependence.

3See Bernardin and B_estty'S (1984) description of multi-
ple-step processes for_detision-making in performance appraisal;_The process removes the responsibility of "final evaluation"
(e.g.; merit pay) from the immediate supervisor and _plates itwith a higher-level manager Or supervisor; The rationale iSsimilar to the rationale_ provided here: "the immediate supervi7sor's efforts may be directed towards a strict d-estr-i-p-ti-o-fi bfperformance and career development." However; our proposal
that formative appraisers act as advocates for indi_viduals
differs in that it taSts formative evaluators in a slightly moreactive role.

11
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Consideration Three: Nature of Work Interdependence

An important consideration in structuring a performance

apptaiSel system is the nature of the work conducted in an

organization. One compnient of the nature of vork i8 the degree

to whith workers have to rely on each other to accomplish theit

tasks; This can be terdied the degree of interdependence among

the workers.

Different work groups show different degrees of interdepend-

once. Sales people, for example, are independently responsible

for their tasks of selling products to customers. Professional

and -craft occupations that are responsible for serving one client

or customer at one point in time also have low levelS of interde-

pendence.

Teaching; i.owever; is an occupation in whith the level of

interdependence is high; In teaching, the ptodutt- of education

is not something that one teacher gives to one student at one

point in time. Rather it is something that students acquire over

many years, as they pass from classroom to tlassroom, grade to

grade, and building to building. TeatherS in jilnior highi

for example are dependent on the edUtetiohal experiences that

teachers in elementary schools pro..ide students; Teachers are

also dependent on each other to maintain consistent policies,

such as homework and disciOline practices; from clasroom to

classroom;4

4Tnis point of view may seem inconsistent with what someobservers call a "v-ofessional model of schools" in w_hichteachers are seen as independently responsible for identifying
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This interdependency means that the "product" of schools,

effective education; depends on cooperation among teachers and

open sharing of information. To the degree that the school

organization s performance appraisal system interferes with that

cooperation, such a system is dysfunctional to the organization.

The best example of a dysfunctional system is merit pay.

Merit pay forces employees to play a "zero-sum" compensation game

in which one employee cannot earn significantly more without

decreasing the amount of money that other employees can be paid

(Bacharach, et al, 1984). Merit pay is based on the assumption

that to motivate teachers to improve their performance, each

teacher must compete with every other teacher in the school for

a fixed "pot" of money. Many career ladders are also zero-sum

in nature, since they specify that teachers must compete for

limited number of job Rositions. Of course, under such systems,

teachers recognize that they are competing for a fixed and scarce

number of rewards, and view each other's competence as threats to

their income security. This undermines the cooperation necessary

to effective education.

Thus:

Schools should structure performance appraisal systems that

encourage cooperative efforts among teachers .

and addressing student needs. We would argue that this is an
argument for teacher discretion in determining how they carry out
their tasks and is not inconsistent with the notion that the work
of teachers is interdependent in accomplishing the primary tasks
of the organization.

13



Implication: Teacher dooperation

To the degree that performance appraisal is a cooperative

process; the interdependent work efforts of teachers are enhanc-

ed. There are two ways that districts could encourage teacher

cooperation in performance appraisal. The first inVol4eS the
. .el iimnation of quota systems for allocating rewards, and the

second involves building peer teams for skill development

purposes.

First; it is criticzl that if a district ties organiza-

tional rewards to performance. appraisal, the district should

attempt to allocate suffitient fuuds to reward all who qualify.

Thus, if performance appraisal is linked to promotion, districts

should avoid placing a quota on the number of teachers who may

receive a promotion.

Some would argue that the total avoidance of quotas is

unrealistit because teachers can't generate more money for the

school organization. Therefore, reward distribution must be

zero-sum in nature. It should be pointed out, however, that the

specification of a d-e-v-elo-p-mental period f r formative growth

preceding summative promotion decisions eases that situation

(see "skill development" section). Specifying that the pre-ten-

ure period should be a developmental period for growth -- in

which teathers would not be evaluated summatively until the end

of that paribd -- would allow school organizations to appraise a

14
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smaller humber of teatherS for summative purposes. AS Such;

the use of a developmental period for growth has an important

prattical advantage, in addition to the advantage Of ekplicitly

foc.2sing the appraisal process on improvement; rather than on

tönStant judgements and surveillances of perfOrbante.

With regard to the second method Of intreasing cooperation;

the use of peer teams for purposeS of fOrthative appraisal might

encourage teachers to view each Other aS Otitential allies; rather

than competitors. A team, as opposed tO a Single "mentor" would

provide a teacher with multiple inpinta for pinpointing strengths

and weaknesses as well 88 reinfotte tollegial ties among teach-

ers.

As noted previously, these fOrMatiVe appraisers might take

on a "quasi-summative" role when it ttiMeS to a teacher's promo-

tion decision; The peer team could act as advocates for 8

teacher's promotion, with the adMiniStratOr retaining the final

authority for the promotion decisicin.

Under such 8 system, the peer teaM Would not have an active

role to play in initiating summative appraisals or in blotking

consideration of a teacher f r promotion. In practice; of

course; it would be diffitult f r a teacher to secure a promotion

without the active endorsement of his/her peer team; The

opposite side of the coin, however; iS that it would be difficult

for the summative appraiser(s) to re'ect a promotion; if and when

Alabama has in the past year paSSed _legislation that
specifies the_pre-tenu_re period_ aS a Oeritid of development for
beginning teachers; The decisiOn to grant tenure is seen as a
"summative" promotion decision.
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those who hav-e worked closely with a teaCher do give such

endorSetentS. But having formative appraiser(8) chodSe between

active endorsement and passive silence would:

(a) preSerVe the authority (and responsibility) of administratorS

for summative appraisal -- and therefore not disrupt the aUthori=

ty structure Of the school itself;

(b) preserve the individual teacher's right to secure a summative

decision from theiSe Who have final responsibility for making

those decisions, if he or she feels confident that a case for a

positive detiSibn can be made; and

(c) emphasize that the specific role of the peer teat Would be to

provide formative assistance for helping individual teachers

becoMe ready for promotion

Summary

This section summarizes the pdints concerning the structure

of performance appraisal that have been made in thiS PaPer. A

propoSed structure of performance appraisal in edUcation is shown

in Ekhibit 1.

The diagram depicts performance appraisal AS a prOCess

()centring over time. There are two primary tite periods in

teathing: the pre-tenure period and the post-tenure period. The

granting of tenure separates these two periods of time.

The proposed structure calls for a focus on skill develop-

meat during the pre-tenure period. In this contekt, formative

appraisal is critically important. _

We have argued that it is

Appropriate for a teachers' peers to provide this assistance,

J6
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Focus of
Performance
Appraisal

Skill Promotion Skill Dlicqiiiieht/
Development (Summative) PrOdiOtiOn
(Formative)

Person(s) Peers AdminiStrator Peers/Administrator
COnducting
Performance
Appraisal

Pre-tenure Tenure Post-,tenureii
TIME

Exhibit
System

; Proposed Strutture of Teacher Performance Appraisal

given the interdependent work context of teaching and the need to

promote cooperative modeS of skill assistante.

The decision to grant tenure is a summative promotion

decision; The fotUS of performance appraisal at this point is

on whether or not a teather has acquired specific teaching

skills. We have prOposed that the school administrator could

retain the authority for such promotion decisions; but that

the peer ttim, by acting as advocates for a teacher'8 prombtioh,

could influente the promotion decision.

Following the detision tO grant tenure; there may be further

periods of develOOMent and further promotion detisions A

teacher's peers could totltinue to assist with formative apprais-

al; and administrators could make further promotion decisions;

17
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COnclusion

Researchers whe have examined perforMance appraisal ih
private sector organizations have long stressed that performance

appraisal is 8 diffitUlt task with many obstacles. Bernardin and

Beatty (1984) note that research has produced only a small list
of recommendations on ways of avoiding these obstatles. In this

paper; we have tried tb Show that Only by examining the natUre of

the work and the strutture of the performance appraisal system

can we begin to overcome these obstacles;

The strategic conSiderations outlined -aboVe reveal three

areas of emphasiS fer Performance appraisal in schools. First;

i'-formance appraiSal should concentrate bh teachers' level of

skill. To this end; a developmental period for formatiVe growth

becomes critically iMPOrtant. Second; if a Sthool district links

organizatienal rewards with performante appraisal; it should
attempt to e88e the potential conflittS that occur. To redute
these conflicts, it iS Suggested that school diStricts should:

(a) address the separate processe8 of formative and sumM8tiVe
appraisal; and

(b) specify that different person serve as formative and
summative appraiSers.

Finally; tb promote teacher cooperation a d enhance t-e

interdependent efforts of teachers; di8tritta should:

(a) reduce the ettbrrence of "zero-s-m" tempensation games,
by avoiding quota systems in allocating rewards; and

(b) encourage teachers to facilitate each other's formatiVe

1 8



growth by-providing peer assistance;

State politiCal and educational leaders Pho have advocated

"merit pay" and "career ladder" legiglatibh have given little

consideration to how conflicts in appraigihg individuals can be

lessened. On the whole; they have paid tOO little attention to

lessons from the private sector concerning ihter-worker coopera-

tioni reward systems and performance appraisals.

If we are to learn anything froth the private sector; it is

that monolithic solutions rarely WOrk. Ratheri each change must

be strategically cOnSidered gg tb the ripple effects it gould

have throughout the educational ystem. In educationi in too

many states we have advocated merit pay or career ladders without

seriously examining theit iffiplitatibhg for the type of perfor-

mance appraisal that Pill have to be Out in place; This failure

will inevitably doom 611 theSe effOrtS to change the compensation

and career structure 6f teachers.

1 9
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